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Master Budget Project: Fixes
There will be times as you create a data-

Maximize. This will maximize the form

design view and click on the action that

base in Access that you make a mistake,

on the screen so you won’t see the data-

opens the query. In the Action Argu-

like a typo, when naming table, field,

base framework behind it. Save the

ments area, select the new query. Save

query, report, or form. Because every-

macro with the name “autoexec.” This

your changes.

thing in a database is connected, renam-

will make it run automatically when you

ing the object when you notice the

open the database.

name of a field in a table, there may be
a problem with the field used in a query.

mistake can cause some things that

Changing Names
of Objects

You might be able to go into the design

lems can also arise when you create a
database capable of being used by multi-

To rename an object, right-click the

name. Once you have done this, check

ple versions of Access. If you have been

object—either on its tab or in the list of

to make sure the query is working by

following along as we developed the

Access objects—and select Rename.

running it. You may need to correct a

database for the master budget project,

Depending on the type of object, there

calculation in the query or even recreate

you may have encountered some of

might be additional steps you will need

it from scratch in order to get the query

these issues—especially if you use the

to take to ensure that everything still

back to the design you want.

file uploaded to LinkUp IMA each

works properly. When you change the

Forms or Reports—If you have a

month.

name of an object or a field in Access,

button on your Data Entry form or Main

any of the things that use it can stop

Menu form that opens a form, it won’t

arise when renaming objects, we will

working. The solution revolves around

work if you change the name of the

start our work this month by creating a

finding everywhere the object name is

form. To correct this, open the menu

macro to open the Main Menu form

used and correcting the error. In most

form in design view and double-click the

when the database opens.

cases, it means ensuring that the new,

button to open the control property dia-

correct object is being pointed to or

log. Where it says On Click, click the

Create an Autoexec
Macro

referenced.

ellipsis. This will open Visual Basic for

Queries—Changing the name of a

Applications and show you the Visual

To begin, go to the Create tab and select

query can affect anything that uses that

Basic code that was created to run the

Macro. On the first Action line, add

query. For example, if a macro action

button. It should list the old (i.e., incor-

OpenForm. In the Action Arguments at

opens the query, the macro may fail to

rect) name of the form. Change it to the

the bottom of the screen, select Main

run properly after you change the query

correct name. Close the Visual Basic win-

Menu. On the next Action line, add

name. To correct this, open the macro in

dow by clicking on the X at the top-right

worked previously to malfunction. Prob-

Before getting into the problems that
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Table Fields—When you change the
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of the query and select the new field

Figure 1. Making a Change to the Event Procedure

Click to Save
and Close

corner, and you will return to Access. If
you don’t want to go into the code,
delete the button from the menu form
and create a new one. Sometimes that is
the fastest, least technical approach.
A similar problem occurs when you
change the name of a report, and it can
be corrected with these same strategies.
Macros—A button can be created on
a form to run a macro. We will do this
later in our project. When you change
the name of a macro, you may need to
fix the button.

Button Not Working
When we created the Close Form buttons last month, we were working in
Access 2007 but saved the file as an
Access 2003 file (i.e., .MDB instead of

work, it’s necessary remove the line of

the button should now work. Remember

.MDBX). Because of this, the Visual Basic

code. Open the Reports form in Design

to save the form when it closes. SF

code that was generated doesn’t work in

view. Double-click the Close button to

Access 2007. Clicking on the Close Form

bring up the Property Sheet. Where it

Patricia Cox has taught Excel and Access

button might bring up an error message

says On Click, click the ellipsis. This will

to management accounting students and

about an “invalid reference to the prop-

open Visual Basic for Applications and

other college majors and has consulted

erty Dirty.” That’s because the VB code

show you the code that was created for

with local area businesses to create data-

has an added line in Access 2007 that

the button. Highlight the line of code

base reporting systems since 1998. She is

isn’t in earlier versions. So those of you

that includes the word “dirty,” and

also a member of IMA’s Greater Milwau-

working in Access 2003 won’t have this

delete it (see Figure 1). Close the Visual

kee Chapter. To send Patricia a question

problem.

Basic for Applications window, saving the

to address in the Access column, e-mail

change. Change back to Form view, and

her at kathrynmann@tds.net.

To fix the error so that the button will
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